Kaleidoscope is a combination of Kaffe Fassett's fabric and Alex being "forced" to write a book. It resulted in one of her favorite quilts. Never say never, when it comes to a new quilting process.

You can learn piecing from Alex in our Piecing Masterclass Part 2, Show 309: Trick of Hand - It's all in the Technique, and Show 908: Wedgies, Danglers, and Funkies...Oh, My!

KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 36 Pieces Non-Rotating
KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 100 Pieces Non-Rotating
KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 289 Pieces Non-Rotating
KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 36 Pieces Rotating
KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 100 Pieces Rotating
KaleidoscopebyAlexAnderson - 289 Pieces Rotating
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